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Detection for a Statistically Known,
Time-Varying Dispersive Channel
David W. Matolak, Member, IEEE, and Stephen G. Wilson, Member, IEEE

Abstract--Detection for the statistically known channel (SKC)
is aimed at obtaining good performance in situations where our
statistical knowledge of a time-varyingchannel is good, and where
other equallization/detection schemes are either too complex to
implement, or their performance is limited due to the rapidity
of channel fading, or where we are simply unable to perform
channel estimation. By using a statistical characterizationof the
channel, we develop a new detector that performs maximumlikelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) (given the channel model)
on blocks of N symbols. Both symbol-spaced and fractionally
spaced samples are used, to obtain two different detectors, that
are generalizations of those devised for optimal block schemes
on nondispersive channels. The detector that uses fractionally
spaced samples is shown to outperform the detector that uses
symbol-spaced samples. The performance of both appears to
approach that of the correspondingknown channel (KC) detector
as the blocklength increases. We also numerically evaluate the
SKC detector performance under conditions where the channel
parameters (statistics) are incorrectly estimated, and show that
the fractionally spaced detector is fairly robust to modeling
errors. Finally, we devise a sliding block algorithm, for use when
transmitting more than N symbols.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

E CONSIDER communication over mildly dispersive,
time-varying channels, as typified by mobile cellular
systems, e.g., the North American IS-54 standard. Our inquiry
concerns the description and performance of an optimal block
detector of the data symbols, armed with a known statistical
description of the physical propagation channel. This detector
provides an alternate processor structure to those that first
estimate (and track) the channel evolution, then use these
estimates in a “known-channel” (KC) sequence estimator.
Under the assumptions of the model, our detector performs
at least as well as the “decoupled” receivers which operate on
the same amount of received data [l].
We show that fractionally-sampled (FS) receivers, using two
sampleddata symbol, dramatically outperform single-sample
processors on this time-varying channel, despite the slow
variation of the channel. The FS detector achieves diversity
order two, which is the maximum obtainable with the assumed
two-ray ph:ysicalchannel. Furthermore, the fractionally spaced
Paper approved by R. Kennedy, the Editor for Data Communications Modulation & Signal Design of the IEEE Communications Society. Manuscript
received October 17, 1995; revised April 15, 1996. This paper was presented
at the 46th IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference, Atlanta, GA, April, 1996.
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detector exhibits good robustness to modeling errors. We also
demonstrate that as blocklength increases, error probability
approaches that of a KC sequence detector, showing that the
detector is implicitly “learning” the unknown channel in effect
for the block (to within a phase rotation). The performance is
already comparable for blocklengths of a few data symbols.
The detector structure is based on the estimator/correlator
[2], but is the first application (that we know of) to dispersive
channels. In [3], the authors used this same idea on a nondispersive time-varying Rayleigh-fading channel. The authors of
[4] applied the same principles to maximum-likelihood (ML)
detection of continuous phase modulation (CPM) signals, also
on a nondispersive channel. Related work is that of [5] and
[6], for the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) chancel,
wherein the authors also observed improved performance [approaching that of differentially-encoded, coherently-detected
phase shift keying (PSK)] with increasing blocklength. More
recently, in [7], the authors formulated and solved the dletection
problem for a nondispersive channel in a coded system.
Other recent related work is that of [8], in which an “innovations” approach is used. This approach derives a trellis-based
detector appropriate for very rapidly fading channels--for the
modest fading rates considered here the trellis complexity
would likely be prohibitively large. Our sliding block scheme,
which is the extension of our block detector to situations
in which we transmit sequences of length greater than N
symbols, can be cast as a sparse tree-search detection scheme
(see Section IV). It thus represents a tree-search counterpart
to the trellis search of [8].
We begin by describing the channel model in Section 11.
In Section 111, we use this channel model in developing
our detector, a MLSE given our knowledge of the channel.
Section IV develops some expressions for pairwise sequence
error probability, and bounds for average sequence andl symbol
error probability. Also included in this section are computer
simulation results which support the analysis, and results for a
sliding block algorithm-the practical extension of the block
detector. Section V contains conclusions.
11. CONTINUOUS AND DISCRETE-TIME
CHANNEL N[ODEL
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the complex envelope
)
form of the continuous-time model. In this figure, h ~ ( rand
h~ (7) represent the (time-invariant) impulse responses of the
transmitter and receiver filters, respectively, and r is the delay
variable. The data input is the M-ary PSK sequence {&},
which is differentially encoded to yield the sequence {a,}.
The additive noise n ( t ) is white and Gaussian, and C ( T ; t ) is
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Fig. I. Block diagram of the communication system under consideration, in
complex envelope form.

the complex envelope of the time-varying impulse response
of the actual radio channel. Specifically, C ( T ;t ) represents the
response of the channel at time t to an impulse input at time
t - 7. The blocks labeled “DE’ and “DD” are the differential
encoder and decoder, respectively. The data sequence is input
synchronously with a symbol rate 1 / T , and the output r ( t ) is
sampled at times kT, + t o , where T, 5 T and t o is the sample
timing offset, or sampling phase. Although we specifically
address only constant-amplitude signaling schemes, namely
PSK, all of our analysis is directly applicable to quadratureamplitude modulation (QAM) schemes as well.
Since all the filters are presumed linear, we can represent the
composite filter, as seen by the input {a,} and the output r ( t ) ,
as the convolution (with respect to r) of h ~ ( r c) (,r ;t ) , and
h ~ ( r )We
. denote this resultant impulse response f ( r ; t )=
h ~ ( r* c) ( r ;t ) * h ~ ( rSamples
).
(at times kTs) of the received
waveform r ( t ) are then

+

Fig 2 Tapped delay line model of the equivalent discrete-time channel for
Fig 1, for the TS case The blocks containing “T” denote delays of T s
m e k odd

a,

0

0

a, 1

a, 2

0

Fig 3 Tapped delay line model of the equivalent discrete-time channel for
Fig 1, for the FS case and a channel impulse response length of 3T The
r.
blocks containing “T/2”denote delays o f T / 2 s, and 1 = [ k / 2 1 , and 1
denotes the smallest integer 2 z

also implies that f ( r ;t ) is complex zero-mean Gaussian in t .
We also adopt the WSSUS model [lo]. We thus characterize
the length (in T ) of c ( r ;t ) by the channel delay spread T M ,
where Wk = w (kT,) represents the kth sample of the (assumed
and the rapidity of its time variation by the Doppler spread
. we
white) Gaussian noise process w ( t ) = n ( t ) * h ~ ( t )Here,
f ~Specifying
.
TM and f D then allows specification of the
are concerned with two values of the sampling period T,: T
equivalent response duration and the time rate of change of the
and T/2. The first case is denoted T S , and the second F S ,
discrete time filter taps f , ( k ) . For the two cases of concern
for T-spaced, and fractionally-spaced, respectively. Using the
(TS and FS), we then have the complete equivalent discrete
commutative property of convolution, we have
time models. For this study, concerned with digital mobile
L
radio (cellular), we follow the (time-division multiple-access,
TDMA) North American digital standard denoted IS-54 [ 111,
n=O
and model the cascade of transmitter and receiver filters as
where for the TS case, we have 1 = k , and i = n;and for raised-cosine (in frequency), with rolloff equal to 0.35.
The form and parameters adopted for C ( T ; t) are based on
the FS case, 1 = [ k / 2 1 , and i = 2n m, with m = ( k 1)
mod 2, i.e., m = 1 for k even, and m = 0 for k odd. The several factors: reported measurements [ 121-[ 151, analysis and
duration of the equivalent discrete-time response, determined simulation [16], [17], and expedience. We focus on a near
by the duration of the responses c ( r ;t ) ,h ~ ( r )and
, ~ R ( T ) , worst-case channel in terms of TM and f ~For. a worst case
is essentially finite for practical channels, i.e., we neglect the value of TM, we use 20 s [12]. With the IS-54 symbol duration
response beyond some maximum duration, denoted LT. We of T = 1124000 E 41.7 p s , this corresponds to roughly
note that, assuming the response f ( r ;t ) is strictly bandlimited, TM = T / 2 , i.e., the echo delay is half a symbol duration. For
the FS sampled sequence represents a set of sufficient statistics the impulse response shape, we use a “double-spike’’ [16],
via the Nyquist theorem; this does not, in general, apply to the spaced by TM: C ( T ; t ) = c O ( t ) S ( 7 ) cl(t)S(.r - T M )where
TS sampled sequence. Fig. 2 shows the TS equivalent channel E[lco(t)12]= E [ l ~ l ( t ) 1=~ ]0.5 so that the average energy
model, and Fig. 3 shows the FS equivalent channel model for of the channel is normalized to one. Since the uncorrelated
scattering assumption applies, the (complex Gaussian) random
the case of 2(L 1 ) = 6, Le., L = 2.
The channel impulse response c ( r ; t )is the complex en- processes co(t) and c1 ( t )are independent (we “observe” them,
velope of the actual RF bandpass physical channel impulse via C ( T ; t ) at different delays).
response. Since for practical cases this response is unknown
With our chosen channel response, the response f ( r ;t) is
and time-varying, we model it statistically. As is typical, we then
model C ( T ; t) as a complex zero-mean Gaussian process (in t)
[9]; the envelope of c ( r ;t ) then has Rayleigh statistics. This
r(kT,) = r k =

a , f ( k ~ ,- n ~IFT,)
;
wk

(1)

n

+

+

+

+
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where h ( r ) is the full raised-cosine response, equal to the
) . obtain the discrete-time
convolution of h T ( r ) and h ~ ( r To
equivalent tap weights, f n ( k ) of ( 2 ) , we set r equal to nTs
and t equal to kT, (assuming the sampling phase t o = 0). For
the TS case, we have, with T, = T ,

statistically known channel yields formulas for the sequence
metrics, which are used to rank the sequences. An important
point here is that the derived metrics apply to sequences of a
specific length, which we denote by N . For longer sequences,
a modification of the algorithm is described in detail in [l]
(for which some results are presented in Section IV-C).
foTS(k) =co(k)h(O) . l ( k ) h ( T / 2 )
(4)
In the discussion in the previous section, we noted that
f,’S(k) = c 1 ( k ) h ( ( 2 n- 1 ) T / 2 ) ,
n = 1 , 2 , . . . ( 5 ) the equivalent channel taps are characterized as complex
Gaussian random processes, with zero mean, and covariance
and where the symmetry of h ( r ) was used. For the TS case,
that depends on the assumed correlations of the physical
we truncate the number of taps to L 1 = 3. The normalized
channel taps. Since our noise process {wk}is also zero-mean
average tap energies are then E[l.f01’]= 0.7717,E[lf11’] =
complex Gaussian (and white), it follows that our received
0.2136, and E[lfz12]= 0.0147.
sequence { r k }, given a hypothesized transmitted sequence
In the FS case, with r = n T / 2 and t = k T / 2 in ( 3 ) , we
{arc}, is also zero-mean complex Gaussian.
obtain
Here, we follow the development in [ 3 ] ,which addresses the
= co(k)h(O) C l ( k ) h ( T / 2 )
(6) nondispersive channel; see also [19]. It is worth stating that our
dispersive case reduces to the nondispersive case when we set
flFS(k) = c o ( k ) h ( T / 2 ) Cl(k)h(O)
(7)
f n ( k ) = 0 for all n # 0 (or, equivalently, setting e1 ( I C ) = 0);
fi”,s(k) = c l ( k ) h ( ( a n- 1 ) ~ / 2 ) n = &I,f 2 , .. . (8) thus, ours is a generalization of the nondispersive case. We
n = k1, f 2 , . . . . (9) organize the sequences into vectors of length N , and form the
f::+l(k)
= co(k)h((2n 1 ) T / 2 )
necessary data and covariance matrixes to obtain a complete
As in the ‘TS case, we retain only the most significant taps,
statistical description of the received sequence. We foicus here
yielding 2 ( L 1 ) = 6 . The average (normalized) tap energies
on the TS case; the analogous FS case is developed in detail
here are E [ I f - 2 1 ’ ] = E[If31’] = 0.00735,E[lf-11’] =
in [ 11. The received sequence in the TS case is expressed as
E[lf21’] = 0.1068, and E[lfo/’] = E[lf11’] = 0.38585. In
follows [see (2)]
both the TS and FS cases, we chose the minimum number of
taps such that the truncated response contained at least 98%
of the energy of the untruncated response.
For specifying the dynamic behavior of the complex and the transmitted sequence is
discrete-time Gaussian processes cg ( k ) and c1 ( k ) (samples
) c l ( t ) ) as functions of time, we again rely on
of ~ ( tand
measurements and analytical convenience. As modeled in [ 181, where the T denotes transpose, i.e., the vectors are defined as
the autocorrelation of the continuous-time processes eo ( t )and column vectors.
The probability density function (pdf) for the ireceived
~ ( tis )T , ( T ) = J o ( 2 7 r r f ~ )where
,
Jo(z) is the zeroth order
sequence,
given some transmitted sequence, is denoted
Bessel function of the first kind. For our system model, for a
~
(
T
N
~
u
N
As
) . noted, the pdf is complex Gaussian
vehicle speed of 30 m / s (67.1 mph) and a carrier frequency

+

+

+

ffS(V

+

+

+

of 900 MIHz, the maximum Doppler shift f o 2 90 Hz.
For simulation purposes, we approximate the autocorrelation
by something more easily synthesized, namely, the inverse
Fourier transform of a Chebyshev Type-I magnitude-squared
frequency response. For time separations r 5 5 0 T , the
Chebyshev filter yields a very good approximation to the
desired autocorrelation [ 11.
In [1] we derived the auto- and cross-correlation functions
for the tap weights f n ( k ) for both the TS and FS cases.
These correlations are functions of the physical channel tap
autocorrelation (T,(T) mentioned above) and the filter response
h ( r ) .We use the correlation functions in the following sections in developing our detection scheme and in analyzing its
performance.
111. RECEIVERSTRUCTURE AND DETECTIONSCHEME
A. Statistical Description of the Received Sequence

We now obtain a statistical description of the received
sequence { , r k } , to which we apply MLSE principles. Thus, we
are essentially performing optimal sequence detection given
our knowledge of the channel. The MLSE approach for the

where C ( U N )denotes the covariance matrix of rIv given
a ~I . I, denotes determinant, and the superscript H denotes
Hermitian (conjugate transpose). The elements of C ( U N ) ,
abbreviated C,, are obtained by taking the expectation E [ T N .
rEIaN]. To do this, we first express the received sequence
r N as follows:
TN

+

= AfN

‘WN

(13)

where W N is defined analogously to r N in (lo), and the
N ( L 1 ) x 1 vector f~ is defined by

+

fN

[fONl f l N

I

’ ’ ’

lfLNIT

(14)

where f,N is defined as the vector of time samples of the
ith tap weight
frN

=

(fi(l),

,f % ( N ) ) T
x N ( L + I) matrix
.

fi(2), ’ ’

for i = 0 , 1 , . . . , L. The N
defined as a partition

A = [Ao1All**.A~]

(15)

A is also
(16)
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where each of the A, matrixes is a (square) diagonal data
matrix. whose elements are defined as

for i = 0, 1,. . . , L. We note that forming the A,'s requires that
we have knowledge of the additional symbols ao, a-1, . . . . If
we are operating in the middle of an indefinitely long sequence,
the subscripts denote time in reference to the current time.
Otherwise, we can simply transmit a few ( L ) known symbols
as an initial training sequence.
We define next the covariance matrix of the actual discretetime channel taps

B. The ML Sequence (Block) Estimator for
the Statistically Known Channel
As is often done when the pdf is an exponential form, we
take the (negative of the) natural logarithm of (12). This is
an acceptable operation since the logarithm is a monotonic
function of its argument, and hence its use will not change the
ranking of the sequences. This results in the following as the
maximum-likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE) id:
u = arg min h ( a , r )

a

where the sequence metrics are

h ( a , r )= In IC,/

Kf = E [ f N . fE1.

(18)

The matrix K f is an N ( L + l ) x N ( L f 1 ) matrix. The elements
of K f are the auto and cross-correlations of the equivalent
channel taps, as defined in [ 11. For example, for the case where
L = 2 , K f is a 3N x 3N matrix

+rHCilr

(26)

which we will abbreviate as
h ( a ,r ) = b(a) + s(a,T )

(27)

where b(a) denotes the hypothesis-dependent bias term,
and q(a,r ) denotes the hypothesis-and-received-sequencedependent Hermitian quadratic form. (We have discarded the
constant involving T , since it is the same for all sequences.)
(19) Equations (25) and (26) constitute the MLSE rule for the
statistically known dispersive channel.
The expression in (26) requires that a set of M N covariance
where the Hermitian and Toeplitz N x N submatrixes are
matrixes
(and their inverses) and a set of M N biases, for the
defined as
M N sequence hypotheses, be pre-computed and stored before
transmission. We also require knowledge of the average signalto-noise ratio. Some reduction in computation can be obtained
through the use of symmetry (e.g., noting that Ca = C-a),
with
but this computation and storage nonetheless places a limit on
the maximum feasible value of N . This issue is discussed in
the next section, where we introduce a scheme for sequences
and
of length greater than N . In addition, since Ca is equal to
C-a, the metrics for sequences a and -a are identical. We use
n , m = 0, I , . . . , L
(22) differential encoding and decoding to resolve this ambiguity.
kz"j. = p::(j - i )
The actual implementation of the computation of (26) can
where rTS(x)= E [ f , ( k ) f : ( k - x)] is the auto-correlation of
be considerably simplified by a different representation of
the nth equivalent channel tap, and p:: (x)= E [f n ( k ) fk ( k - the covariance matrixes. This is accomplished by a Cholesky
x)] is the cross-correlation between the nth and mth taps.
factorization [20] of the covariance matrixes, as follows:
Using the definitions above, we can now express the covariance matrix Ca as follows:
Ca = EaOa.
(28)

+

Ca = A K ~ A:.IN ~

(23)

where .&
is the variance of the sequence {wI.}, and I N is
the N x N identity matrix. (The nonwhite noise case can be
accounted for by replacing .;IN
by the covariance of the
noise sequence.) Thus, the elements of Ca depend on the data
sequence {arc}, the channel tap correlations, and the noise
, zjth element of Ca
variance. Specifically, we have for c , ~ the
L

Then, for the inverse of Ca, we have

where Ua and Ua are upper triangular, and La and U g are
lower triangular. Using this form for C;', the TS metric
expression becomes

L

N

N Im-1

n=O m=O

where the expectation becomes either r," ( i -j ) or p:'( i - j ) .
The function Sa, is the Kronecker delta, equal to zero unless
i = j , for which it equals one. We now have a complete
description of the pdf in (12).

m=l

I
(30)

where u , , ~is the ijth element of U,. The first sum is the bias
b(a),and the second sum is the quadratic form q(a,r ) .We note
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that when N is greater than the fading process memory r ( N
1/f o ) , the matrix Ua is banded, and the metric computation
can be simplified. In fact, when Ua is banded a trellis can
be formed, as in [3] and [SI. In our more slowly fading case,
where the fading process memory r is many (perhaps hundreds
of) symbols, the trellis can become prohibitively large (roughly
M' states). We concentrate on smaller values of N , where Uu
is not banded, for our block-based detector.
Next, we consider in more detail the quadratic form part
of the sequence metric. By factoring out the first coefficient
uk,, and pulling r , out of the inner sum, we obtain

N

I

m-1
i=l

n

I

N
m=l

N
m= 1

(b)

where the constants qm and vm,+, and the sum i, are
implicitly defined in (31).
The metric increment qm(a,r) is also implicitly defined
by (31). From this equation, we make the observation that
the quadratic form portion of the metric increment qm(a,r),
computed at any time m, is a constant weighting factor qm
times the magnitude-squared of a weighted sum of the past
m received samples. This weighted sum is the mth received
sample r,, minus i, of (31). The quantity i, can be viewed
as a linear prediction of the received symbol r , [3], with a
prediction order m - 1. In this case, the quadratic form part
of the sequence metric becomes a weighted sum of squared
prediction errors, with the coefficients of the linear predictor
determined from the Cholesky factorization of the covariance
matrix. These linear predictor coefficients are hypothesisdependent, and time-dependent within a block. From [20], we
note that the weighting factor r], corresponds to the reciprocal
of the expected value of the prediction error em-l squared, Le.,
the reciprolcal of the prediction error variance

Thus, the quadratic form metric increment q,(a,r) is
(33)

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the statistically known channel detector: (a) overall
structure of the detector and (b) focus on a single tapped delay line section
that computes the sequence metric for sequence a(').The quantity J = M N .

the received samples appear in the metric expressions as
magnitude-squared quantities, this receiver can be viewed as
a noncoherent block detector for dispersive channels
In the nondispersive case, (obtained in our formulation by
setting all f n ( k ) = 0 for n # 0), all b(a) are identical and
can be dropped from h ( a ,r ) . This then results in a sequence
metric which is the same as that described in [7], for multiplesymbol differential detection of a block of N PSK symbols
received over a nondispersive fading channel. (Since in both
formulations the metric is derived by maximizing p(rla),this
is not surprising.) As noted in [7], this metric is identical to
that obtained when the channel is an AWGN channel1 [5], [6]
(provided the fading is very slow). The receiver structure in
these nondispersive cases is similar to the one derived here,
but the weighting coefficients used in the tapped delay lines
are simply the conjugates of the hypothesized transmitted
symbols at each time IC. As found by previous researchers [3],
[5]-[7], [ 191, the performance of these multiple-symbol (or,
block) schemes improves as the blocklength N increases on
the AWGN channel, approaching the performance of coherent
detection as N gets large. As we will see in the next section,
this improved performance with increasing N also holds for
our dispersive channel noncoherent detector.

Fig. 4 sliows a block diagram of the receiver section (detector) that computes the sequence metrics. As shown in
the figure, the detector consists of a bank of tapped delay
Iv. PERFORMANCE OF THE NEW RECEIVER
lines (TDL's), a ROM (or RAM) for storing the precomputed weighting coefficients ( u : - % , ~ and
)
biases, summers
and squaring devices, and a decision block for selecting the A. Pairwise Sequence Error Probability
Using the sequence metrics, we now compute the probability
estimated !sequence. This figure is a parallel implementation.
is selected, given that the
A serial implementation can also easily be configured. Since that a specific incorrect sequence
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transmitted sequence is a ( t ) .Our notation follows the TS case;
the FS case is directly analogous [l]. We begin by defining
this probability as P2(2, t)

PZ(z,t)= P[A(a(",r)< h ( ~ ( ~ ) , r ) l a ( ~ (34)
)]

pose no problem; they yield a slightly different form for (39),
with a different expression for the P k as well.
The pdf p a ( A a ) found
,
by a term-by-term inverse Fourier
transform of (39) is then

where the metrics h ( a , r ) , consisting of the quadratic form
plus a bias, are those in (26). Suppressing the conditioning,
abbreviating C ( u ( ' ) as
) Ci, and C ( a ( t ) as
) Ct, and using (26)
in (34), we obtain

~z(i,t)= ~ [ r ~ ~- r~H:~'c rl r In<ICtl
=~ [ r ~ ( C %
- C;')r
:l

-

In I c ~ I ]
{A;}

< 1n(lC~l/lCil)]

=p [ r H ~ ; l<
r l n ( ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~ ~ )where
]

=

qa,< a,]

(35)

where Aq and Ab are implicitly defined, as is the inverse difference matrix CF1. The pairwise sequence error probability
P2(i,
t ) is thus the probability that the random variable A, is
less than a threshold, Ab. The variable A, is a (Hermitian)
quadratic form in complex Gaussian variates.
is as follows. Using a
The method we use to find P2(i,t)
well-known result for the Gaussian quadratic form, we obtain
the characteristic function of A,, @A ( w ). We then inverse
Fourier-transform this @ ~ ( wto) obtain the pdf of A,, pa(A,).
We finally obtain P~(z,
t) by integrating pa(A,) over the
appropriate region (-ea,Ab].
From [9, App. B], we can write the characteristic function
for A , , @ n ( w ) as

{A:}

u(.)is the unit step function, and the sets {Xi} and
are

<0}
Re(&) > 0}

{A,}

= { X k : Re(&)

{A:}

= {Ak:

where Re(%)is the real part of x. The probability
then found by an integration of this pdf

Pz(i,t)
=

s_,

(42)
(43)

P2(2,t)
is

A b

Pa(A,) d A ,

(44)

which results in the following expression for Pz(z,t):
N

P2(i,t)
=

Pk

exp(-dm/&)

k=l
{A;}

N

+ 1P k ( 1 - e x p ( - d p / q ) ) .

(45)

k=l
{A;}

k=I

where p is the mean vector associated with r , and is a zero
vector here, and the Xk are the eigenvalues of the matrix

G = C t . C,'

Ct . C:'z - I

1

(37)

where I is the N x N identity matrix. Since 1.1 = 0, (36)
becomes

The variables d, and d p are defined as d, = min(O,Ab),
and dp = max(0, Ab), respectively.
t ) is obtained if we substitute
Another expression for P2(i,
for Ab from (35). After some simplification, we have

Pz(i,
t)

We next re-express @ a ( w ) in (38) as a sum using a partial
fraction expansion
(39)
with

Pk

defined as

z#k

We note that this expression presumes that all the eigenvalues
of the matrix G of (37) are distinct. This has been found to
be true, empirically, for all the cases with correlated channel
taps we have considered. Theoretically, repeated eigenvalues

This expression shows that the sequence error probability
for any two sequences can be found given the determinants
of the sequences' respective covariance matrixes, and the
eigenvalues of the matrix G, derived from these covariance
matrixes and their inverses. Thus, in essence, knowledge of the
covariance matrixes is sufficient to enable computation of the
sequence error probability for any two sequences. Underlying
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this knowledge is of course knowledge of the channel tap
statistics, and the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
Unfortunately, due to the complicated way in which P2(i,
f)
is related to signal-to-noise ratio, it is impossible to determine
the form of P2(i,t ) as a function of SNR from either (45) or
(46). For this, we turn to numerical evaluation.
- Also of interest is the average sequence error probability
Pa, and the average symbol error probability P,. Using
the
a union bound argument, we first upper bound P2(t),
sequence error probability given sequence d t )is transmitted,
as
(47)
2=1

z#t

Averaging P2 ( t )over all M N possible transmitted sequences
then yields our upper bound for average sequence error probability

1

-

MN

10.0

20.0

330

4ao

50.0

60.0

Fig 5 Plots of union upper bounds on the average sequence error probability
Pz versus Eb/-Yo for the TS and FS SKC detectors, and for the TS and
FS known-channel detectors, for blocklength N = 1, using binary PSK
modulation Channel parameters are f o = 90 Hz, TAT= T / 2 , and t o = 0

MNMN

<-

0.0

P2(i,t).

t = l i=l

channel (SKC) detectors, and for the corresponding TS and FS
known-channel detectors (the KC probabilities are derived in
Given that sequence u ( ~is) transmitted, the average symbol [l]). This is for our “baseline” case, with channel parameters
can be upper bounded as
error probability Ps(t)
fo = 90 Hz, TM = T / 2 , and t o = 0. As seen from this
figure, the KC results are uniformly better than those of the
(49) SKC detectors, as one expects. Yet the FS curves are quite
close, and for larger values of N , the SKC performance does
‘ i t
approach that of the known channel (in both the TS and FS
where w ( i ,t ) is the Hamming distance between u ( ~and
) u ( ’ ) . cases). In addition, the slopes of the SKC curves are close
The average symbol error probability P, is then bounded by to the corresponding KC slopes, confirming the achievable
diversity order in each case. An additional result regarding the
averaging l’, ( t ) over all transmitted sequences
KC detector performance was that the union bounds did not
improve with increasing N [l]. This same result was found
in [7] for the upper bounds to sequence error probability on
the nondispersive channel.
zlt
The FS detector outperforms the TS detector by a large
B. Analysis and Simulation Results
margin at high SNR. Specifically, the FS curves approach a
We now present numerical results obtained from analysis slope of -2 (on a log scale), which implies a diversity order
and simulation programs for sequence and symbol error prob- of two, whereas the TS curves have at best a slope of -1,
ability. In the analysis program, for sequence error probability, indicating performance no better than that obtainable on a flat
we compute, for all sequences, the pairwise sequence proba- fading channel. Also found for this channel was that increasing
bility P2 (i, t ). This is then used in (48) to find the union upper the blocklength beyond four or five results in little itnprovebounds. For symbol error probability, we use P2(i,t)and ment, at least in terms of the upper bound. This observation
compute the bound on P , in (50). These are then compared holds for the simulated results as well. Additionally, for all
blocklengths an irreducible error probability (error jloor) is
to the simulation results.
For all thle results, we used the channel model described in apparent at high SNR in the TS case. The level of this error
Section 11. Specifically, the channel tap correlations were gen- floor decreases with increasing blocklength, and is f.dde rate
erated using the two-pole Chebyshev Type-I filter mentioned dependent. The dependence of the error floor on fade rate also
in Section 11, with a 3 dB frequency of 90 Hz (corresponding holds in the nondispersive channel [21].
To corroborate the analysis, we show simulated sequence
to a Doppler spread fo Z 90 Hz). The sampling phase t o = 0
error probability results. Fig. 6 shows a plot of siimulated
in all cases here.
Fig. 5 shows a plot of the union upper bounds on aver- sequence error probability for N = 4 for the ‘‘baseline” case.
age sequence error probability for binary antipodal signaling, The union bound results are also plotted here. As can be seen,
blocklength N = 4, for the TS and FS statistically known the simulation results are in good agreement with the union
z#t
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Fig 8 Plots of simulated average BEP Pb (after differential decoding)
versus Eb /No for the TS (solid lines) and FS (dashed lines) SKC detectors, for
blocklengths -V = 2 - 5 , and binary PSK modulation The channel parameters
are fo = 90 Hz, Tfil = T / 2 , and t o = 0

credence to the claim that the SKC results approach those of
the KC detector.
Differential encoding and decoding enables us to obtain the
same final sequence output ({ d k } in Fig. 1) whether the detector selects the correct symbol sequence or its complement as
the symbol sequence estimate. Thus, the bit-error probability
(BEP) should be comparable to the symbol error probability.
Fig. 8 shows a plot of the simulated BEP, after differential
decoding, for the TS and FS cases for blocklengths from
two to five for the “baseline” case. The shapes of the curves
are similar to those found for symbol error probability [l],
and overall, the results are quite comparable. An interesting
effect is that the TS performance appears to benefit more
from differential encoding and decoding than does the FS
performance.
Next, we briefly discuss the sensitivity of our new receiver
in the presence of an incorrect estimate of one of the system
parameters. Since our receiver relies on the estimated channel parameters to compute its metrics, the sensitivity to an
incorrect estimate, or “mismatch,” in one or more parameters
is of practical concern. Here, we consider only the effect of
a change in the physical channel through a change in delay
spread T M , when this change is unknown to our receiver.
Mismatches between other parameters are considered in [ 11.
Fig. 9 plots symbol error probability versus SNR for the TS
and FS cases using a blocklength N = 4, for three different
values of actual delay spread TM: O,T/4, and T / 2 . In this
plot, fD = fD = 90 HZ, io = to, and T M = T / 2 for
all cases, so the curves show the effect of a “mismatch”
between TM and TM only. In the TS case, the performance
degrades almost catastrophically. The FS results show only
a small degradation in performance when the delay spread
is not correctly estimated. A point to emphasize here is that
when TM changes, the equivalent discrete-time channel also

5

00

20.0

EdNo (dB)

Fig 6 Plots of the union upper bounds and simulated average sequence
error probability PL versus Eb/’Vo for the TS and FS SKC detectors, for
blocklength V = 3 , and binary PSK modulation The channel parameters are
fo = 90 Hz, T A =~ T / 2 , and t o = 0

OE+OO

10.0

20 0

Plots of simulated average symbol error probability

30 0

P,

versus

Eb/Ng for the FS-SKC (solid lines) and FS-KC (dashed lines) detectors, for
blocklengths Rr = 3 , 4 , 5 and binary PSK modulation The channel parameters
are fo = 90 Hz, 77’21 = T / 2 , and t o = 0

bound analysis, and also confirm the slopes of the two sets of
curves found via analysis. This agreement also holds for other
blocklengths and symbol alphabet sizes (Ad)[I].
Fig. 7 shows a plot of simulated symbol error probability
versus &/No comparing the FS-SKC and FS-KC detectors.
As with sequence error probability, the FS symbol error
probability results are somewhat poorer than the KC results,
but do get better with increasing blocklength. As shown in
the figure, the KC performance does not noticeably improve
beyond N = 4, whereas the SKC performance does, lending
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Iteration 1

Iteration 2
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30.0

EdNo (dB)
Fig. 9. Plots of simulated average symbol error probability P,3 versus
Eb/No for the TS and FS SKC detectors, for blocklength N = 4 and binary
PSK modulaiion, showing the effect of mismatch between the estimated delay
spread, T.31, and the actual delay spread T.11. For all cases, ?,ql = T / 2 , but
the actual TAf is zero, T/1,and T / 2 . The other channel parameters are
fo = 90 Hz, and t o = 0. Solid curves are TS results, dashed curves are
FS results.

changes, substantially. For instance, when TM = 0, we have a
nondisperLvivechannel. For this value of delay spread, the FS
performance is only slightly worse than if TM were correctly
estimated as zero. The effect of mismatches in Doppler spread
(by more than a factor of two) and estimated signal-to-noise
ratio (by % l o dB) are much less significant [I], and these
points illustrate the robustness of the FS-SKC detector.
C. A Sliding Block Algorithm
The sliding block scheme is necessary in a practical receiver
because in general we will be transmitting more than a
single length-N block of data. We devise a scheme that
uses overlapping blocks, and uses previously-decided symbols
as the required feedback symbols [ao,a-1,. . . , L L + ~ of
(17)]. This will increase throughput, at the cost of some
loss in peiformance due to decision feedback errors. Another
consideration in the use of a sliding block scheme is that
we now have to store
inverse covariance factors, to
account fclr the L feedback symbols.
To aid in discussion, we introduce the following definitions:
Np denotes the total number of symbols to be transmitted, or
the number of symbols in a packet and N , denotes the number
of symbols we slide by, or decide, in a single iteration. This is
illustrated conceptually in Fig. 10, where we have shown the
received and hypothesized symbol sequences for two iterations
of the algorithm. The feedback symbols for the two iterations
are underlined, and in this figure, N , = N - 1. We restrict
N , to be between 1 and N - 1. If N , = 1, we decide one
symbol per iteration; if N , = N - 1, we decide N - I
symbols per iteration. This scheme can be cast as a sparse
tree-search algorithm: for each iteration, the tree is of depth
N with L “start-up,” or feedback, symbols preceding the root

v
Iteration 1
Fig. 10. Illustration of the received and hypothesized symbols used in
successive iterations of the sliding block algorithm. Feedback symbols are
underlined, and the parameter iV3 =
- 1. The start-up symbols are u--1
and ( ( 0 .

node; after metrics are computed for each length-IV block,
we decide N, symbols, and use the most recent L of these
“decided” symbols as feedback symbols for the next iteration.
Thus, additional depth-N trees are extended only from those
nodes at depths kN, ( k = 1,2, ) whose L feedback symbols
(at kN, - 1,ICN, - 2 , . . . , kN, - L ) equal decided symbols
from the previous iteration.
We next present simulation results for this sliding block
algorithm. For these Tesults, we use 0ur:‘baseline” case, where
f~ = f D = 90 Hz, TO= to = 0, and T f i =
~ T D=
~ T / 2 . The
modulation is binary PSK. For these results, we focus on BEP,
after differential decoding, since the differentially decoded
output sequence will be correct even if decision feedback
errors have caused the detector to select the conqpkment
(generally, a phase-rotated version) of the correct symbol
sequence. Fig. 11 shows results for the TS and FS cases with
N = 3 , N p = 23, and N, = 2. We use L = 2 initial training
symbols, and so transmit Np - L = 21 information symbols
per packet. Thus, throughput is ( N p- L ) / N p .The single block
transmission results are also shown for comparison. Pis can be
observed, the sliding block algorithm performs well, with the
error probabilities in the TS case only slightly larger than those
of the single-block transmission. The FS sliding-block results
in this figure are actually slightly better than the single-block
results. We attribute this to the relatively high Pb of the last
(third) bit in the block in the single-block transmission, which
contributes much more to the average than in the sliding-block
case [ 11. This effect is less pronounced in the TS case.
Other practical considerations are initialization and updating
of the detector parameters. As with most equalization schemes
used on time-varying channels, periodic retraining is needed.
For updating the inverse covariance matrixes, a recursive leastsquares algorithm, yielding time-average (instead of ensemble
average) covariance matrixes could be applied. This was also
proposed in [3] for the nondispersive case.
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shown to achieve diversity at high SNR, whereas the TS
receiver did not. Moreover, the FS receiver performance
more quickly approached that of the known channel detector
as the blocklength N increased. The FS receiver was
also shown to be robust in the presence of modeling
errors.
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